
 
Dear Parents 
 
COVID 19 CONCERNS 
 
I would have liked to start this letter by assuming you all are safe and well but, alas, 
that is not the case and I feel the need to share some concerns with you. There are 
many families in crisis with deaths, Illness and financial worries. We think of you all at 
this time and look forward to hearing good news in the near future. 
 
We are all suffering from Corona-virus fatigue and I know it is the last thing you want 
to pay even more attention to BUT we have urgent issues that need to be addressed. 
We are not yet out of the third wave and who knows if we will enter a 4th wave with 
another variant so we have to adjust our thinking to stay safe. I would like you to please 
share the following with your child/children. 
 

 Masks must be worn at all times – inside and outside the school grounds. This 
is proving to be a challenge for some children and I will be taking action if there 
is non-compliance.  

 Social distance must be maintained. 

 Sanitising is compulsory. 

 Isolation/quarantine is compulsory if you have been in contact with a +ve case 
OR if a member of your household is waiting for a Covid test result. This period 
is now 10 days. 

 Avoid all unnecessary social engagements. PLEASE do not allow the children 
to attend large social gatherings during the term. This greatly increases the risk 
of the virus being brought into the school. 

 Do not come to school if you have the virus but do not feel ill – you will put 
others at great risk! 

 
Matrics please take note of the following! 
 
The September exams are just around the corner and the final exams are closer than 
you think. You cannot afford to get infected now and miss classes or the exams. We 
are proceeding with plans for a Matric farewell dinner like last year BUT it is all 
dependent which level of lockdown we will be in at that time. I cannot guarantee 
anything. Please do not arrange any before or after parties – your career is worth more 
than a party. 
 
Parents could I also please ask that you do not arrange your own Matric Dance for the 
learners. 
 



It is not worth jeopardising your final exams as it might result in you not being 
certificated and having to write a Supplementary exam in May/June next year putting 
your tertiary plans on hold for 12 months. 
 
I understand that life must go on but I request that we all adopt a conservative 
approach to keep everybody safe. Children of all ages are now carrying the virus and 
more often than not are symptom free and some are returning to school too soon after 
isolation/quarantine.  Do not be fooled by a lack of symptoms after 7 days as the new 
variant is taking longer to present symptoms. 
 
It is my sincere hope that the vaccination program has the desired effect and we can 
return to a school life that is more predictable and stable but until then let’s keep safe 
and healthy. 
 
Regards 
 
 
 
DM SCHENCK 
HEADMASTER 
2021.08.27 


